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INDUSTRIAL FISHING: Spanish Albatun Tres is 115 metres long and is the world's largest tuna purse seiner. Around 10% of the catch
is unwanted bycatch and includes endangered species of sharks and turtles. Picture credit: Greenpeace Nederland, oceanen Source:
PerthNow

BRUTAL REALITY: End of the Line is the first major documentary film to reveal the devastating impact of overfishing of the
worlds oceans. Source: PerthNow
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WHEN you snap the tuna tin open, have you ever wondered if the ocean will run out of fish?
Rupert Murray's The End of the Line documentary casts the question 'are our oceans being overfished' and answers it with brutal and
frightening clarity - start imagining a world without seafood.
At current rates, the ocean's stocks will be depleted by the middle of the century, the film reveals.
Touted the inconvenient truth on the ocean, this little-known, barely-screened documentary presents hard evidence and marine experts in a
neatly wrapped take-home message for every shopper.
“The first thing we can do is choose sustainable seafood. It is outrageous we are sold overfished species from destructive fisheries,”
Genevieve Quirk, Greenpeace oceans campaigner said.
Start of sidebar. Skip to end of sidebar.

Related Coverage
The End of the Line Herald Sun, 2 days ago
From angling for answers to too few fish The Australian, 3 days ago
Fury over marine park on disputed islands The Australian, 2 Apr 2010
Fishing in troubled waters The Australian, 12 Mar 2010
Japan faces threat to sushi from US vote The Australian, 4 Mar 2010
End of sidebar. Return to start of sidebar.
Based on the book by UK Daily Telegraph environmental reporter Charles Clover, smart, industrial and high-tech “fishing” of the ocean
by big corporations and rich hunters is exposed in all its bloody glory as the far too effective machine that it is.
This is a hard-hitting film dressed in graphic images and powerful, unarguable statistics already being felt by poor coastal communities
working inside a self-destructing industry.
“Man is at war with the ocean and is winning,” says French-born marine-biologist Daniel Pauly.
The film urges for a global reduction of fishing to prevent the industry from collapsing to a point where it is no longer viable or
profitable.
It also points the finger at democracy for not making the political changes that it must.
“Man is not going to change and the sea is going to be dead,” says a fisherman who has seen the inconvenient consequence of endless lines
and trawlers.
This is a documentary that will change the way you think about seafood and give you the power of knowledge to make a change.
Anyone who sees this film will find it very hard to eat tuna in the same way again.
The End of the Line will screen in cinemas nationwide from May 10.
Australians can refer to Greenpeace’s Canned Tuna Guide at www.greenpeace.org.au/tuna, which explains which supermarkets are selling
overfished tuna, and how to get them to change.
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Comments on this story
Chooky88 of Kingsley Posted at 10:01 PM Today
Fact: The Japanese are catching whales to distract us from their Tuna Industry which is raping the oceans. Minke
whales are notr endangered but blue fin are.
Mick of Hills Posted at 8:50 PM Today
Australian governments have allowed and reapted the licensing dollars for years and now all they can do is blame the
recreational fishers. Cut commercial fishing by half now.
Chris of Rockingham Posted at 7:38 PM Today

The real problem is not that Australian's like to eat fish or that our cats like to eat fish, for we are only 22 million
strong. The problem is the masses in over populated countries that have too many people and not enough resources
to feed them. It hurts to say it, but there are too many people and not enough food resources, one has to be lowered
or the other hired, simple as that.
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More related coverage
Sustaining our fish stocks Courier Mail, 25 Jan 2010
Painful reality to a seaside paradise Adelaide Now, 4 Jan 2010
Bluefin fame for Hagen's farm Adelaide Now, 17 Nov 2009
One small catch Adelaide Now, 13 Nov 2009
Garrett worried about tuna Tuna stocks Courier Mail, 25 Jan 2010
Advance screening for Perth Adelaide Now, 4 Jan 2010
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Manhunt: Cameron Mansell wanted for Craig Puddy murder

WA Police have issued a warrant for the arrest of Cameron Mansell, now wanted for the murder of his former business partner,
millionaire Craig Puddy.
Murder hunt: Blood was Craig Puddy's, police say
Mansell wanted for Puddy murder, Nine News report
Timeline: How the Craig Puddy mystery unfolded
Video: Cameron Mansell wanted for murder
Cloke kicks five as Pies punish Dockers
Jessica Watson's sail of the century
Facebook teen vanishes after 'meeting'
Dingo threatens to sue over nude photos
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Cloke kicks five as Pies punish Dockers

CLOKE boots five goals in Collingwood's 36-point win over fellow high flyers Fremantle at Subiaco Oval.
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In pictures: Fremantle take on Pies - battle for top spot
'Tarrant the transformer'
England cruises to Twenty20 final
'Pies ready for 'toughest road trip'
Cats secure Selwood, now for Ablett
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Dingo threatens to sue over nude photos

ERNIE Dingo may sue over photos, said to be of him, that are "too graphic for publication".
Kim Cattrall: Why I go commando
Kendra to lose husband over sex tape
Kim Cattrall does not wear knickers
Oops, is Britney preparing to marry again?
Victoria's Secret model in 'suicide bid'
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Your Week Ahead: You take your responsibilities seriously. You think long and hard about your choices and you weigh your words
with care. You don't always, though, nee... Read more
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